Abstract
Introduction
Most automatic facial expression analysis approaches presented in the literature need some kind of manual intervention during training, such as the construction of face models [11] [3] [1] or during testing due to necessary initialization procedures, such as the precise localization of facial features, e.g. see [10] in order to perform reliably. Several data-driven face analysis methods have been described in the literature and comprise among others neural network based approaches, e.g. [9] and PCA-based methods, e.g. [2] . However, numerous data-driven face analysis approaches need accurate face normalization preprocessing stages. In this paper, we propose convolutional neural network (CNN) [6] based approaches for the task of facial expression recognition and compare them to classical MLPs using the same database. CNNs, as well as the similar neocognitrons [4] , are bio-inspired hierarchical multilayered neural network approaches that model to some degree characteristics of the human visual cortex and encompass scale and translation invariant feature detection layers. Convolutional neural networks have been successfully applied for character recognition [7] , object detection [7] and more specifically for the task of face recognition [5] . Figure 1 shows the architecture of a convolutional neural networks we trained for the task of facial expression recognition. Its layers alternate between convolution layers with feature maps
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and non-overlapping sub-sampling layers with feature
where ´Üµ Ø Ò ´Üµ is a sigmoidal activation function, , respectively the biases, Ï and Û the weights, Á Ð the th input and Á Ð the down-sampled 'th input of the neuron group of layer Ð. is a matrix whose elements are all one and ª denotes a 2-dimensional convolution. Note that upper case letters represent matrices, while lower case letters denominate scalars. In our first network setup, as shown in Figure 1 , we chose receptive fields sizes of ¢ pixels for the groups of neurons in the first simple feature extraction layer and a receptive field size of ½½ ¢ ½½ pixels in the third complex feature extraction layer, respectively sizes of ¾ ¢ ¾ and ¢ pixels for the receptive fields of the sub-sampling layers. We implemented larger receptive fields in the complex layer in order to allow for an integration of features found by the preceding convolutional layer. Our second convolutional neural network setup is shown in C and sub-sampling layers with B. The expression A6*5x5 means that there are six neuron groups with receptive fields sizes of 5x5 present in the convolutional layer A.
The learned weights of the convolutional layers allow for problem-at-hand dependent feature extraction, whereas the sub-sampling layers increase the invariance of the object of interest's location dependence. Weight sharing allows to significantly reduce the number of free parameters, which in turn improves the generalization ability [6] . For example, the number of neuron interconnections in the feature extraction layers of the network architecture shown in Figure 1 is 3367308, while the number of weights amounts only to 1902 and the number of neurons to 47787. The number of neuron interconnections in the 2-layer MLP following the feature extraction layers is however 997700 with the same number of weights for 100 neurons in the first layer and 6 neurons in the output layer. This shows that even though the feature extraction layers are huge with regard to the number of neuron interconnections, only a few weights need to be trained. Most weights have to be adapted in the MLP connected to the feature layers.
Face images Á Ò at the input of the CNNs were not pose-normalized, but only global lighting changes were addressed by removing the mean value Á Ò of the images contained in the training base. In order to increase the learning speed, we normalized also the variances of the input variables by dividing them by their standard deviation Ò of the images of the training set: Á ÒÓÖÑ
No attempts were taken to reduce image dimensionality by using e.g. holistic PCA as demonstrated in [5] . Instead, we relied on the kernels of the feature extraction layers to perform decorrelation of the input data. Holistically applied PCA without using sophisticated pose normalization procedures would attempt to represent pose information, which is not desired, as there are too many pose variations present in natural face images (due to translation, rotation and scale).
Training of our CNNs was achieved in a supervised manner by using the standard back-propagation algorithm, adapted for convolutional neural networks. The weight and bias deltas for the feature extraction kernels in the convolutional layers (C) are is the number of connected input feature maps of the current neuron group , Å and AE the number or rows, respectively columns of the feature map . Ð Ê is the learning rate and Ñ Ê the moment rate.
Experiments and Results
We tested our neural network architectures on three different databases. Database set 1 consisted of the JAFFE facial expression database [8] , which contains posed emotional facial expression images of 10 Japanese female subjects (6 different emotion displays and neutral face displays), see Figure 2 . The gray-scale images originally of size ¾ ¢ ¾ pixels were reduced in scale to ¢ pixels (in order to lower the information content that has to be learned by the networks and also in order to make training of the CNN networks faster and less memory consuming). We used a total of 140 images to train our neural networks and 70 images for testing (database set 1). In order to demonstrate the capability of CNNs when classifying facial expressions also in situations, where in-plane head pose variations come into play, we artificially increased the JAFFE database by shifting the images (up, down, left, right), zoomed in and out as well as rotated the images both in clockwise and counter-clock wise orientation, see the right. Database set 3 was constructed in a similar way as database set 2, but instead of shifting the test images, a scale change was applied (zooming out). The test images of the database set 1 and 2 allowed us to test our networks with faces appearing with previously unseen poses. Table 1 lists the facial expression results obtained on the afore mentioned databases. As can be seen, classic MLPs as in network setup 3 (1-layer MLP) and 4 (3-layer MLP) performed almost equally well, also in comparison to the convolutional neural networks of setup 1 and 2. However, the featured MLPs lead to lower recognition results than the convolutional neural networks in setup 1 and 2 when applied on database set 2 and 3, where previously unseen face poses (zoom and translation) occur. For these database sets, we obtained the best recognition results with the convolutional neural network setup 2, which operates at three different resolutions, see also Figure 4 . Unfortunately, we cannot directly compare our facial expression recognition results with the ones Lyons et al. [8] obtained on the same database, as they computed facial expression similarities using semantic values stemming from human ratings, resulting in a mixture of facial expressions per analyzed face, while we used one category per facial expression. Lyons et al. argued that it is more appropriate to compare similarity spaces instead of measuring a categorization performance in order to avoid the problem of posed facial expressions that lead not always to pure facial expressions of one category. Lyons et al. reported an average rank correlation between their Gabor model and the ground truth semantic rating of 0.57 when including the fear stimuli and 0.68 without.
Conclusions
In order to analyze the capability of convolutional neuronal networks with regard to copying with in-plane headpose variations, we artificially increased the size of the latter by shifting, zooming and rotating images of the original database. We were able to demonstrate that the employed CNN architectures recognized facial expressions with better results, when previously unseen pose variations occur. Our approach does not require extensive pose normalization, face segmentation or facial feature tracking initialization procedures. The only assumptions we made was, that the input image is coarsely centered around a single face to be analyzed. Furthermore, we were able to demonstrate that using receptive fields of different sizes in the input layer (in the simple feature extraction layer A) can lead to improved facial expression recognition results, especially in the context of in-plane pose variations. Further research has to be done with regard to the ability of convolutional neural networks to handle also larger databases and especially with regard to the number of test subjects involved.
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Corr. Recog.
Corr. Recog. Corr. Recog. <layer type><rf. sizes><classifier> Set 1 (140/70) Set 2 (1260/630) Set 3 (1260/630) (1) A6*5x5-B6*2x2-C16*11x11-... 84.3% 53.7% (T49% R57% S49%) 55.9% (T50% R54% S58%) B59*4x4-mlp2 (2) A6*5x5-6*7x7-6*9x9... 91.4% 54.0% (T49% R55% S51%) 57.0% (T51% R59% S54%) B18*2x2-C16*11x11-B59*4x4-mlp2 (3) MLP1 (6) 88.6% 46.5% (T40% R42% S44%) 45.7% (T40% R36% S48%) (4) MLP3 (100-20-6) 90% 46.5% (T41% R42% S44%) 45.4% (T35% R40% S49%) 
